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Abstract- Cryptography is an art and science. It is a playing 

major role in information and security division. The main aim of 

the cryptography is protecting the data from unauthorized users 

or hackers. “Cryptography is subject contains two parts one is 

encryption and another one decryption. Encryption is a process 

converting the plain text to cipher text using some keys. 

Decryption is a process of converting the cipher text to plain text 

using the keys”. There are several algorithms in cryptography to 

encode and decode the data based on the key. 

This paper discusses types of cryptography and different keys in 

cryptography. The paper can give brief description about 

symmetric key algorithms and we are proposing new algorithm 

in symmetric key cryptography. The proposed algorithm contains 

two levels of Exclusive OR (XOR) operation. This algorithm is 

useful in transmission of messages and data between one user 

and another. 

 

Index Terms- Cryptography, Encryption, Decryption, Symmetric 

Key. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ryptography is a subject concentrate on hiding the text or 

information secretly. Cryptography is branch of 

Mathematics and Computer Science.   The modern Cryptography 

is providing the platform to store the important data secretly or 

publicly, for example Digital Signatures, Online authentication 

and mainly in Communications. In telecommunication 

cryptography is necessary when communicating over any 

unauthorized medium, which includes just about any network, 

particularly the Internet and online communication [1]. From 

1900 B.C onwards Egyptians were introduced this concept. 

Cryptography not only protects the data from theft or alteration, 

but also be used for user authentication [1]. Cryptography is 

combination of encryption and decryption. Encryption is a 

process of converting the plain text to cipher text using with 

some keys, whereas decryption is process of converting the 

cipher text to plain text using with same key or other key. 

Cryptography algorithms mainly broadcasted into two ways 

based on the key distribution. They are Symmetric Key algorithm 

(Private Key algorithm), Asymmetric key algorithm (Public Key 

algorithm). 

A. Asymmetric Key algorithms 

Asymmetric key algorithms also called public key algorithms. In 

public key algorithm both parties (sender and receiver) having 

their own different keys.  At the sender encrypt the data with his 

own key, and receiver decrypt the data with his own key. In some 

situation the both parties use the additional key, which is 

common to both parties. First they will do the encryption or 

decryption with the same key, and again do the encryption or 

decryption with their own key. Example for public key 

algorithms is RSA, Diffie Hellman key exchange protocol.  

 

B. Symmetric key algorithms 

Symmetric algorithms is also called as secrete key algorithms. In 

secrete key algorithms both parties (Sender, Receiver) will use 

the same key to encrypt or decrypt the data. Example for 

symmetric key algorithms is DES, AES, Triple DES, and 

Blowfish. 

 
Fig 1: Secrete key algorithm 

 

II. EXISTED SYSTEM 

In existed system many of the algorithms encrypting the plain 

text to cipher text. But the algorithms applying same encryption 

process to entire plain text. So if the same type of characters 

repeated in plain text, that all characters converting into the same 

type of cipher text. The cryptanalysis for this type of cipher texts 

is becoming easy process. For example if the plain text is 

“BANANA”. In this plain text „A‟ is repeated 3 times and „N‟ is 

repeated 2 times. In the present existed algorithms 3A‟s and 2N‟s 

will be encrypted in to same characters. In decryption 3 

characters is enough to get this plain text. For those texts 

cryptanalysis will become easy for these type plain texts. 

C 
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III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Encryption: 

P=plain Text 

1. Add the randomized characters in between the plain 

text. For every 3 characters add one duplicate character. 

2. Get the ASCII codes for the characters in plain text. 

3. Convert the ASCII codes into Binary format. 

4. Do the complement of the plain text. 

5. Select any series of prime numbers and convert into 

Binary format. 

6. Do the first level Exclusive OR (XOR) between 

characters of plain text and selected series of prime 

numbers. 

7. Select any Randomized number (key). Get the 

key
th

prime number from the prime numbers table. 

8. Do the Second level of XOR operation between result 

of step5 and Randomized prime number. 

9. Convert the result of step7 into decimal values. Now 

you will get the cipher text. 

Decryption: 

1. Convert the cipher text into Binary format. Get the 

Key
th

prime number from the prime numbers table. 

And convert it into binary format. 

2. Do the first level of Exclusive OR (XOR) operation 

between cipher text and Key
th

   primary key. 

3. Select the series of prime numbers and convert it 

into the binary format (the series must be same in 

both encryption side and decryption side). 

4. Do second level of XOR operation between result 

of step2 and selected series of prime numbers. 

5. Get complement of the result of step4. 

6. Convert the result from binary to decimal format. 

7. Remove the randomized stuffed numbers.  

8. Now you can get the plaintext. 

 

IV. EXAMPLE 

 

Let‟s sample plain text is: BANANA  

 

 

Encryption 

 
Fig. 2 Encryption Table 

 

 

 In the above table X and S randomly added characters. 

 The used prime numbers for level1 encryption is: 

29,31,37,41,43,47,51 and 53. 

 The key is 50
th

 prime numbers that is 229. 

 

Decryption 

 The Cipher text is 69, 68, 113, 107, 112, 123, 110, and 

114.  

 The Key K=50
th  

prime number 229. 

 The prime numbers for level 2XOR is 

29,31,37,41,43,47,51 and 53. 

 In the decryption table 88(X) and 83(S) is randomly 

added characters. 

 After removing the stuffed characters the plain text 

P=BANANA. 
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Fig. 3Decryption table 

 

V. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 Algorithm is very simple to implement. 

 There are 2 levels of XOR operations in the algorithm. 

It makes very secure cipher text. 

 The same repeated characters in plain text will be 

decoded into different cipher characters. 

 For large amount of data this algorithm will works very 

smoothly. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Large number of cryptography algorithms exists in the present 

scenario. Those algorithms work efficiently but the same type of 

plain text is converted into cipher text. This is the major 

drawback of the existing system. And the present symmetric key 

algorithms are taking huge amount of cost. The proposed 

algorithm in this paper is given as solution for the existing 

problem. This algorithm converts the same type text into 

different type of cipher text and works very smoothly for large 

amount of data. 
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